
 BIBIANA, International House of Art for Children 

 
On January 1, 2020 — BIBIANA will stay closed. 

 
 
January 2020 
 

 BIENNALE OF ILLUSTRATIONS BRATISLAVA 2019  
(October 25, 2019 – January 5, 2020)  
Castle of Bratislava, 2nd floor  
(Open daily except Mondays - from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm) 
 
On December 5, 2019, the Castle of Bratislava will probably stay closed due to 
protocol reasons. 
 
We would like to remind you that the 27th annual BIENNALE OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
BRATISLAVA 2019 will be held at Bratislava Castle from October 25, 2019 to January 
5, 2020. The international competition of original illustrations of children books at the 
BIB is a unique even organised by BIBIANA, the International House of Art for 
Children, with the support of the Culture Ministry of the Slovak Republic. This biennale 
is organised under the auspices of UNESCO and the International Board on Books for 
Young People - IBBY, being the most significant non-commercial event of fine arts and 
illustrations for kids in the whole world. Every other year, the most significant 
illustrators of the world come together in this event, along with writers, fine artists and 
publishing companies from countries, which were not or could not be comparably 
active in the "arts for children" field.  
This time, the BIB 2019 is accompanied by an exhibition of the very books those 
competition-illustrations come from. For the very first time, the kids can browse those 
books with their very own hands. Not less interesting are also the interactive guided 
tours under the name eloquent pictures, scenic readings of selected book titles by 
Slovak authors presented in this exhibition, as well as meetings with well-known 
Slovak illustrators or a creative workshop with them. 

 
ACCOMPANYING EXHIBITIONS OF BIB, CASTLE OF BRATISLAVA, 2nd 
Floor 

 
LUDWIG VOLBEDA, HOLLAND – GRAND PRIX BIB 2017 
When: 25/10/2019 – 05/01/2020  
 
IGOR OLEYNIKOV, RUSSIA – AWARDEE OF THE H. CH. ANDERSEN AWARD 
2018 FOR ILLUSTRATIONS  
When: 25/10/2019 –05/01/2020 
 
 
EIKO KADONO, JAPAN – AWARDEE OF THE H. CH. ANDERSEN AWARD 2018 
FOR LITERATURE 
When: 25/10/2019 –05/01/2020  



 
JÁN LEBIŠ 
When: 25/10/2019 –05/01/2020  
 
NAMI CONCOURS 2019 
When: 25/10/2019 –05/01/2020 
 
 
 
 

STUDIO BIBIANA  
(The programmes need to be ordered on work-days on the phone-No. 02/54 435 366)  

  
14/1  10.00  Baby-Snowman  
15/1  10.00  Pebble by pebble 
16/1    2.00 pm   Baby-Snowman  
21/1  10.00  I will read a fairy-tale to you!  
21/1    2.00 pm Pebble by pebble 
22/1  10.00  I will read a fairy-tale to you!  
22/1    2.00 pm Pebble by pebble    
23/1    2.00 pm I will read a fairy-tale to you!  
23/1    2.00 pm Pebble by pebble    
28/1  10.00  A penguin's tale 
29/1  10.00  A penguin's tale 
30/1    2.00 pm A penguin's tale 
 
SUNDAYS FOR FAMILIES WITH KIDS  
 
12/1  4.00 pm Baby-Snowman  
19/1  4.00 pm Pebble by pebble  
26/1  4.00 pm A penguin's tale 
 
PROGRAMS FOR MOMS WITH CHILDREN FROM THE AGE OF 18 MONTHS  
 (programs for the public without pre-booking) 
 
  8/1  10.00  Little „Glovey“ 
29/1   10.00  Stina is no longer afraid   
 
ACTIVITIES OF THE CENTRE FOR JUVENILE LITERATURE, READING AND SK IBBY  

The programs for the public must be booked in advance. Phone: 02/20 467 173  
 
 10/1                8.00    Advocates of reading 
 10/1           9.00    Advocates of reading 
 10/1     10.00  Save the unknown creature 
 10/1       11.15    Save the unknown creature 
 24/1        9.00    Advocates of reading 
 24/1    10.00    Save the unknown creature 
 24/1    11.15    Save the unknown creature 
 
 



WORKSHOP FOR THE EXPERT PUBLIC  
 
11/1          2.00 pm  Book's gate unlocked I – Workshop for primary        
                       education teachers, parents and librarians. 
11/1          4.00 pm  Reading in the book's space I – workshop for parents, 
              pedagogues, librarians and the broad public  
 
18/1           2.00 pm  Book's gate unlocked II. – Workshop for the graduates of        
cycle I. 
18/1           4.00 pm     Reading in the book's space II. – Workshop for the  

  graduates of cycle I. 
 
Find more info on the workshop at the phone No. 02/20 467174 or www.bibiana.sk. 
 

INFORMATION ABOUT PROGRAMS 
 
BABY- SNOWMAN 
This tale plays in Snow Land, with its inhabitants consisting of snowmen, snow-loving 
winter birds, with snow falling each and all day. One chilly frosty morning, in the village 
Snežany (Snowville) - a little child was born, i.e. Baby-Snowman. 
Tale based on stories from the book by Ján Uličiansky Snehuliacke ostrovy (Snowman 
islands). 
Script  – J. Živicová, E. Čárska, direction and dramaturgy – M. Kecskesová, puppets 
and stage-design – R. Anderle. Performers: V.K. Peštová and B. Šoganová 
(For kids from the age 4) 
 
A PENGUIN'S TALE  
Antarctica, the southernmost place on the planet, features numerous extremes. It is a 
dazzlingly white plain covered in snow and ice, without a single tree, not a single stalk 
of grass, with scary whistling wind over many days - so that one scarcely can open the 
eyes. In the middle of this plain, we see a penguin sitting. He just sits and sits all the 
time, without moving a bit. Why is he just sitting so calmly? Why doesn't he hide from 
the snow? The reason is - that the penguin does not mind the cold, he is really 
hardened....   
This is the tale of discovering the magic of this cold island, as well as of the fact that 
even a tough and hardened penguin needs a woollen sweat-shirt warming him up from 
time to time. This tale was inspired by a real story and the book by Tomiko Inui: The 
penguin fledglings Puk and Kuk. The production of this play has been supported from 
public funds - in the form of scholarship.    
Script and cast – M. Ryšavá, stage design – I. Macková,  
music – P. Creek Orgován 
(For kids aged 3+) 
 
LITTLE "GLOVEY"   
Reader's workshop about a book by Ukrainian authors - awarded at the Biennale of 
Illustrations Bratislava. It is a well known tale about a lost little glove (Glovey) to played 
by the kids themselves (along with their parents). The tale as such gets accompanied 
by a book. Finally, the kids can take their (self-made) "puppet" home. 

Author: J. Michalová and M. Halamíčková 
(Programs for kids from the age of 18 months accompanied by an adult) 

http://www.bibiana.sk/


 
STINA IS NO LONGER AFRAID 

The girl Stína fears winter and cold, but what she has to overcome is the fear (and not 
the winter) and learn that things are easier to change with the help of friends. What 
follows is joyful and pleasant as a "cup of hot chocolate". 
This subtle winter-story by Lani Yamamoto by the Slniečkovo ("Sun-Village") 
publishing house will be the starting point for the playing and creativity of the smallest 
BIBIANA visitors (accompanied by an adult). 
 

Author: J. Michalová and M. Halamíčková 
(For kids aged 18+ months) 
 
SAVE THE UNKNOWN CREATURE 
The Room of Reading takes the children to the universe of the tale Beauty and the 
Beast, providing a close look of well-known, but still mysterious characters. What are 
those creatures like? Can one live near them? Will be understand them? How would 
we feel in their presence? What do (don't) we see from their lives? We will try it out - 
how it probably is? In our voyage through the story we will focus on studying the 
characters, with the help of symbolic hints/links and scenography/costume objects. 
First of all however, it will be our sensitive heart. We will find ourselves in situations 
where we will decide whether we stay close to them or rather retreat. The Room of 
Reading is the result of a joint research project within the study course Alternative 
puppeteering and its theory at the DAMU theatre academy in Prague. 
Theme: Z. Vojtíšková and  T. Vráblová, creative design: J. Pospíšilová, 
Guidance: T. Vráblová  
(For kids aged 5 to 16) 
 
 
ADVOCATES OF READING  
This program for selected pupils strives to attract the kids to cultivated reading and 
developing a real "reading culture", helping young people to find their place in life. At 
the very same time, it stimulates the kids to become active within their communities 
and spread interest in books and cultivated reading among their peers.  
Theme and guidance – T. Vráblová 
(For a selected group of children) 
 
GATE OF THE BOOK WIDE OPEN I, II  
Two cycles of workshops for parents, pre-primary education teachers and librarians on 
reading with children from their earliest age, when to start stimulating their interest in 
books; how to foster the internal motivation in babies and what all influences the 
perception development of a child.    
Guided by – T. Vráblová 
(For adults) 
 
READING IN THE BOOK'S SPACE I, II Two workshop cycles for parents, teachers, 
librarians  and the broad public on how to work with younger and older "schoolagers", 
developing their habits of cultivated reading and deeper, more profound perception 
and understanding of the text.  
Guided by – T. Vráblová 
(For adults) 



 

EXHIBITIONS AT BIBIANA  

 
IN THE COLOURS OF THE RISING SUN 

At the occasion of the 100th anniversary of diplomatic relations between Japan and 
former Czechoslovakia — BIBIANA prepared an exhibition of 39 illustrations by 
Japanese artists awarded at the Biennale of Illustrations since 1967. The exhibition 
will be supplemented with "interactivities", e.g. several puzzle types and a work-desk 
for making origami. Another part of the exhibition is also small reading "corner" with 
children books containing the awarded illustrations. Another accompanying activity will 
be also creative workshops inspired by various themes from the Japanese culture.   
Libretto and space-design – A. Lučenič  
Dramaturgy – V. Marákyová 
When: 17/1 – 16/4/2020 

 
JEWELLERY STORY  
This story presents the amazing realm of jewellery as seen by geologists, jewellers 
and authors of literature. A little bit of geography, some geology, history and 
ethnography will teach the kids, how those materials (jewels are made of) came into 
being, why people like to embellish themselves and what jewellery means to them. 
The kids will also find some kind of jeweller-mini-atelier here (where they can put 
together their own crystal) and a gallery, where they will get to know our contemporary 
jewellers.  
Theme, script and dramaturgy – I. Abrahamfyová, creative-technical design –  
D. Mládenková  
When: 20/8 – 1/3/2020 
 
TOWERS TO HEAVEN 
Why do people erect towers? What were they used for and how did they build it to 
stand so firmly? Those are some of the questions the kids get answered in this big 
interactive exhibition full of imagination and creativity. They will learn a lot about high 
rising structures from the tower of Babel, via the skyscrapers of New York up to the 
highest and most modern structures of our times. They will learn about inventions 
making the building of such structures possible, including the associated problems 
with the wind, temperature fluctuations or earthquakes. The kids themselves will have 
the possibility of building their very own tower with block-set of various materials. This 
exhibition provides kids and adult visitors with the necessary contemplation space on 
how that competing for always higher and higher buildings damages the environment.    
Theme, script and creative design – L. Marušicová, dramaturgy – V. Marákyová 
When: 22/11/2019 – 3/5/2020 
 

 
EXHIBITIONS OUTSIDE BIBIANA 
 

Kulturpark, KOŠICE 
Calligraphy =  Penmanship  



When: 21/11/2019 – 23/2/2020 

 

 

 

 

BIBIANA LIBRARY STUDY  
  
Monday-Thursday: 10:00 – 12:00 and 1.30 – 3:00 pm  
Friday:  10:00 – 12:00  
Sunday:    2:00 pm – 6:00 pm  
  
PROGRAM CHANGES MAY OCCUR!  
For more information on the exhibitions and programs please call +421 2 2046 7111 or 
visit our web site at www.bibiana.sk.  
 

http://www.bibiana.sk/

